A nonlinear model of the neural integrator improves detection of deficits in the human VOR.
A nonlinear model has been proposed to describe the set-point-dependent characteristics of the neural integrator (NI) in the oculomotor system. It was shown to yield improved prediction of slow-phase eye position in the vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) of normal subjects, when compared to the classical linear model of the NI. In this paper, we compare the parameters of this nonlinear NI model fitted to VOR data from: 1) compensated subjects diagnosed with vestibular deficiencies such as vestibular neuronitis and Meniere's disease and 2) normal (symptom-free) subjects. The identified models exhibit more severe nonlinearity in VOR patients than the normal controls. Several of the identified parameters in patients unmask asymmetries and more context dependence in the NI and in the VOR gain that are consistent with the lesioned side and could serve to support detection of lesions even after compensation.